
Having passed all the tests and proven that they are both historitaculus and superbulous 

in their knowledge of Snowshoe Thompson and having shown the spirit of a true “Hero 

of the Sierras”, Let it be known that _________________________is now an ophicial orphan of 

Chapter 1827 providing all of the honor and status that comes with it. Let this child never 

walk alone or be found wanting for the support and the love of its community. Well met!

Ipsum dolor sit Clamper. In hoc documento cum tui nominis dedistiius E ClampusVitus 

natus amet et semper in bono statu tenerehonorarios Clampers.

Given on this day _______________ in the year______________

Satisfactorily

_________________________ - Clamp     _________________________ - Clamp

Certificate Orphanicus

Family day Grub
Hamburgers and hotdogs will be provided 
by the chapter.  Please bring your favorite 
salad, side dish or dessert to share with the 
other brothers, widders and orphans.  

• Bring your own beverages

WHERE:
Mormon Station - State Park in Genoa, NV

WHEN:
Saturday May 25th from 11am - “dusk”

WHY:
Get to know your brothers and their families, 

welcome our new brothers, and provide a 

place for our children to learn a little bit 

about ECV history and brotherhood.

Ple a se • R SV P 
RSPV to Brandon “Lowdown” Wilding at 
(775) 351-6555.  This will help us plan an 
appropriate amount of grub for all the 
guests

Orphan games
Let your ‘Lil Ones’ become official chapter 
ECV Orphans.  There will be a $10 rub & 
sign in for those who want a official 
“Lambskin” certificate awarded to children 
- a keepsake to remember the day.

Early Work Party
Come out early and help clean up the 
gravesite where Snowshoe Thompson rests 
in piece.  There will be an official blessing at 
Snowshoe’s grave.

We’ll then clean all known ECV plaques in 
town. 
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